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Another great time had by all!The thing I like best is the friendship that has developed between us,
but we also enjoy great sounds and great food.  Jim Denton graciously opened his doors to us
and made the best BBQ chicken and chicken chimichangas a guy could ever want to eat.  These
audio club gatherings are spoiling me, I'll tell you!In attendance was Jim Denton, Akhilesh Bajaj,
Bob Russell, Phil Wilson, Bill Wassilak and me.  We listened to two single-driver speaker systems,
both based on the Fostex 206e.  One was designed by Martin King and built by Jim Denton and
the other was Phil Wilson's speakers, which are a finished product sold by David Dicks in St.
Louis.  We also compared three amplifiers, a vintage Pilot amp, a Zen Select and Paramours. 
The Paramours were run using the stock entry-level Valve Art 2A3 tubes as well as with
Electro-Harmonix 2A3's.Look at that spread! Good sound, Good snacks!Here you can see the
setup.  The speakers on the outside are Martin King designs built by Jim Denton.  The inner
speakers are the David Dicks models owned by Phil Wilson.  Both speakers have Fostex 206e
drivers and no additional electrical components, whatsoever.As you might expect, the two speaker
systems sounded very similar.  Both are excellent, in my opinion, and neither lacked in bass or
treble.  The larger Martin designs had a little more and deeper bass, but not loads more.  Neither
design was boomy, both sounded nice.We had intended to listen to each of these systems with
Martin King's suggested baffle correction.  But the coils that Jim had were physicaly small, and
while their inductance value was reasonable, their DC resistance was much too high.  So the coil
was essentially an open circuit path and didn't do anything.  That meant all that was really there to
evaluate was the addition of a series resistance.  I offered to go back home and gather a handful
of low-DCR coils to do a proper evaluation, but we all decided to leave that for next
time.Paramours with Electro-Harmonix 2A3'sWe listened to each amplifier with both sets of
speakers.  They all sounded great, but I thought the Paramours really sounded best.  The bass
became much more full, making those little 8 inch full-rangers sound pretty big.  The midrange
and treble was nice with each of the amps, but the Paramours gave that extra power from the
deeper bass response.Back to the subject of additional passive electronics, the truth is that with
the tube amplifiers used, the speakers all sounded really good as-is.  Output impedance of a tube
amp is a few ohms, and it has both a resistive and inductive component, since the output
transformer is a coil.  So different configurations of tube amps with different output transformers
act like different filters having different values.The Paramour's charatcteristics sound like it's just
about what Martin King would have wanted for his BSC filter when used with an amp having zero
output impedance.  I think I personally would have enjoyed the sound of the Zen/Fostex system
more if it had something like 2-6 ohms paralleled with maybe a millihenry or two as a series BSC. 
An amp with lower output impedance might have needed maybe double that much resistance. 
But the Paramours sounded just about right.Bob Russell, Akhilesh Bajaj, Phil Wilson and Jim
DentonOne of the good things about these gatherings is that we all get a chance to listen to a
variety of gear and configurations.  But probably the best thing is just getting together and having
a few laughs.One of the things I thought was funny was the Valve Art / Electro-Harmonix
comparison.  I setup the Paramours with the Electro-Harmonix tubes right away, and Akhilesh
immediately noticed an improvement.  So did I when I first installed them last weekend.  The
biggest thing is that they don't have that annoying Geiger-counter clicking noise that the Valve
Arts have.  And it seems like they sound better too.But then we put the Valve Art's back in.  They
sounded pretty good, to tell the truth.  For some reason, the pops didn't seem as noticable, but
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probably because we had the amps cranked up and you don't hear the clicks except during quiet
passages.  So for whatever reason, the Valve Art's were behaving themselves.Bill Wassilak, Phil
Wilson and Jim DentonAll-in-all, I had another fine time with these guys.  The weather was sunny
and warm, and everyone was in good spirits.  We're already getting about 70o days, so spring
fever is everywhere.  Nothing better than a cookout with friends on a Saturday afternoon!
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